Because companies, not writer-producers 
creation of this shorthand term, the emergence of this word became tied to a new discourse of authorship that helped to legitimate television as a creative medium. 4 Eventually, the figure of the showrunner as author became a signal of quality for television programming. 5 Eventually, the rise of online television fandom further bolstered this authorship discourse through an increase in entertainment news media coverage focused on showrunners and their creative processes and an increased focus on personal social media engagement on the part of showrunners themselves. 6 The quasi-celebrity-or in the case of the biggest names, full celebrity-author status afforded to showrunners in contemporary television cultures in some ways obscures the more complex power dynamics that actually go into producing television. Although showrunners have a great deal of creative authority within their own writing and production offices, they still answer to the executives at studios and networks. If there is a serious dispute between a showrunner and these executives, as a contracted employee, the showrunner can simply be dismissed. At this point, they have no rights to continue working with what we would colloquially think of as "their" intellectual property. 7 This article teases out developments in American scripted television-including contemporary discourses on television authorship and the rise of social media fandom of showrunners-to explore the ways in which audience support can shift the balance of power during situations of conflict between showrunners and studio executives. To explore the options open to television creators who lose control over their creations in this modern cross-platform media ecosystem, I examine cultural discourses surrounding Dan Harmon's firing from and subsequent rehiring to his position as executive producer of Community (2009) (2010) (2011) (2012) (2013) (2014) (2015) and Rob Thomas's seven-year quest to make a Veronica Mars (2004) (2005) (2006) (2007) movie. Based on these case studies, I argue that audience perceptions of authorship can provide series creators the leverage they need to gain the upper hand during disputes with the studio and network. This happens because audience validation of the showrunner as an artistic driving force behind a series makes that showrunner more essential to corporate commercial interests. In this way, fans serve as symbolic patrons for showrunners, helping them gain greater status and commercial viability by buttressing their artistic status.
Theorizing the Showrunner as Author
Contemporary discourses about showrunners extend a longer history throughout which television writers have sought to strike a balance between artistic respect and their rights as workers. 8 Legally, writing for the screen is considered "work for hire," which means that the writers' employer is legally considered the author of the work and owns its intellectual property. 9 Over the course of the union's history, the WGA's collective bargaining agreements have ceded this legal type of authorship while using the crediting process to strategically position screenwriting as the creative work of individuals, intended to create a public perception of screen texts as authored. 10 While films are more often seen as "authored" by their directors, television has maintained the public image of being a writers' medium. 11 This perception gives rise to a commonsense understanding of the creator of a series as its visionary and steward, despite the fact that the television studio is the program's author in the eyes of the law. As Catherine Fisk has argued, both social and legal "processes of recognition" constitute the relationship between people and intellectual property, 12 yet the situation of "work for hire" creates situations in which social and legal recognition may be at odds with each other.
Because of this tension, the increased visibility of the showrunner's figure in the digital era can be a double-edged sword for the corporate owners of television's intellectual property. A respected showrunner can offer buzz for a series that is more valuable than the corporate brand of a studio or network. The figure of the showrunner provides an artistic legitimation that serves a commercial function by acting as a brand name and guarantor of quality. Thus, television's corporate authors cede their visibility to showrunners and creators to benefit from the ways in which authorship frames audience reception. If a television series creator (or the executives he or she answers to) wishes to exert control over his or her creation, they can lean into their showrunner persona through a variety of ancillary content channels such as trade press, social media interactions, DVD commentary tracks, and podcasts. 13 Together, these channels shape the audience's image of a particular showrunner as a singular author. They can be used to promote the showrunner's textual authority and push certain reading strategies. In this way, showrunners are often as much authorial paratexts as people, "conditioning our entrance into texts" by both preparing us to evaluate them in a certain way before we engage and shaping our reading strategies once we have. 14 However, investing the show's value too heavily in the showrunner holds risks as well. 15 While industry can endorse and push particular perceptions of an authorial brand, the audience must be willing to buy in and actually confer that validation. A change in showrunner-such as Marti Noxon replacing Joss Whedon for season six of Buffy the Vampire Slayer (1996-2003)-can significantly damage audience perception of a series. 16 Even if little actually changes in the day-to-day writing and production of a series, the departure of a showrunner who is overdetermined as its author figure potentially creates a public relations issue for studios and network. Showrunners are thus allowed to serve as the public faces of their shows, at least until either the showrunner or the show itself becomes financially problematic.
Audiences and Authorship in Television's Social Media Era
When a showrunner's authorial paratext is well established, the audience tends to see that television auteur as the true owner of their show. Fans have a vested interest in protecting quality storytelling from economically motivated management that might destroy its artistic integrity. 17 When they feel something has gone wrong with a beloved series, fans often react by blaming the network, seeing themselves as aligned with the creator and in opposition to any "powers that be" they think may mishandle a beloved story-through cancellation or ill-advised creative input-in an attempt to achieve greater economic profit from the show. 18 Since the 1960s, fans have often come together against television corporations to protest the cancellation of beloved series with "save our show" campaigns. While the approaches used in such campaigns have evolved significantly from focusing on simply informing networks about their passion for the shows to directly courting advertisers, they are important precursors to the fan/creator alliance in that they served as a testing ground for tactics that invested parties without legal rights might use to pressure television production's corporate parties into reconsidering their decisions. 19 Although production personnel have occasionally participated in or publicized these fan campaigns, they have largely been grassroots efforts.
Where fan/creator alliances I discuss here are distinct from fan campaigns of the past is in the way that they are industrially driven and leverage the relationships enabled by the social media ecosystem that has developed around television. In this ecosystem, social media platforms provide a direct line of communication between audiences and productions. The labor of maintaining these communicative links is now a part of everyday work practice for television producers. 20 While both the architecture of social media and the industrial practices that have developed around its use make it an effective tool for modeling and channeling fan conversation in ways that are productive for industry, these spaces still afford audiences a certain amount of influence on industry because they have a great deal of control over public-facing conversations that contribute to the brand images of particular networks, studios, programs, and personnel. 21 Increasingly, savvy showrunners use their social media accounts as spaces for building a personal authorial brand and developing connections with their audiences. Skillfully deployed, such connections can deepen fan interest in the showrunner's work and the notion that it is driven by an authorial vision. In examining the cases of Veronica Mars and Community, I show how an individual showrunner can-building on both the history of fan campaigns and their own personal relationships with the audience-turn to their fans for help when frustrated by a corporate production decision. The success of these attempts is reliant on how well the showrunner has cultivated fan investment in their authorial paratext.
Proof of Audience: The Veronica Mars Kickstarter Campaign
In its three years on the air, first on the UPN network and then the fledgling CW, Veronica Mars (2004) (2005) (2006) (2007) never left the basement of the Nielsen ratings, placing solidly in the bottom ten shows on network prime time for its entire run. As a result of these ratings, its 2005 and 2006 renewals-on the strength of critical interest and a devoted cult following-were at least something of a surprise, and its cancellation in 2007, though disappointing for the faithful, seemed inevitable. Over the course of the six years that followed, however, it became quite apparent the show's creator, Rob Thomas, was far from finished telling the story of Veronica Mars. But he could not write any more stories about her-in any medium-because Warner Brothers owned the intellectual property associated with the character. Faced with this situation, most television series creators simply move on from the canceled property and continue elsewhere. Although Thomas To some degree, his efforts panned out. In 2009, Thomas got the opportunity to pitch his idea for a follow-up film to Warner Brothers. 23 But the studio passed, not believing there was an audience. Thomas, it seems, took this setback as a new challenge: Now he just had to prove the audience for his film did, in fact, exist. He and the show's star, Kristen Bell, worked together to keep the possibility of a Veronica movie seem alive during a variety of their press appearances, with Bell famously telling reporters she would gladly finance the movie herself if Warner Brothers would simply relinquish the rights. 24 In that interview, Bell explained her current goal was to prove to Warner Brothers that an audience did exist. Put in their full context, Bell's remarks in this interview indicate she meant she would be willing to raise the money herself, not pay for it from her own bank account, but the provocative way in which she framed her comments-along with similar statements made by Thomas on several occasions-seemed to make it clear they were trying to galvanize the fan base into action by vilifying Warner Brothers as a tyrannical corporation exerting unnecessary control over a minor piece of intellectual property. On social media, Bell and Thomas worked with their fans to get #VeronicaMarsMovie trending on Twitter on a number of occasions and encouraged fans to join a Facebook group pledging to see the Veronica Mars movie if it was ever made. Warner Brothers eventually set up an e-mail account, VeronicaMarsMovie@ WarnerBros.com, as an official place to gather fan interest, so Bell and Thomas encouraged fans to write in to the studio directly. 25 But the roughly twenty thousand messages the studio reported receiving were far from enough to convince them this was a movie worth making.
During this ongoing struggle to prove there was an audience, the practice of crowdfunding, or financing a venture using small donations from many contributors, rapidly gained traction in the world of independent media production, starting with homespun PayPal-based donation pages and institutionalizing with the arrival of a number of platforms dedicated to the practice, most notably Kickstarter and Indiegogo. 26 In independent production, crowdfunding quickly came to serve as a tool for gaining publicity and tangibly demonstrating the existence of an audience as well as a funding mechanism. 27 In short, it was just the solution Veronica Mars needed to finally get off the ground. Not only would it provide the production funding the studio was so reluctant to contribute, it would also create a list of people who wanted to see this movie badly enough to finance it themselves. After a year of negotiations with studio, Thomas launched a Kickstarter campaign to raise two million dollars for a Veronica Mars film. The campaign reached its goal in ten hours, ultimately raising 5.7 million in contributions from 91,585 fans. In an interview with Wired, Thomas explained that for Warner Brothers, which does not typically make movies on such a small budget, the campaign was "a way to judge if there was enough interest in a movie this size" as much as a funding tactic. 28 With the audience established, the studio kicked in well over a million dollars in additional funding to complete production and promote the film.
The alliance Rob Thomas built with fans to make the follow-up movie was enabled by the ways in which his authorial paratext framed the reception of Veronica Mars. By the time the Veronica Mars movie Kickstarter campaign launched in March 2013, the hypothetical "Veronica Mars movie" had been discussed so often that it had become a long-running joke in television journalism. But joke or not, the narrative pitting Thomas against Warner Brothers in a battle to revive this beloved piece of intellectual property had never been far from fans' minds. As fans wanted to see the story continue as well, and had spearheaded their own campaigns to keep it going alongside those initiated by Thomas, 29 both were united in a mission to protect the story they loved from executives who only cared about turning a profit. In addition, this image of Thomas as a showrunner-of-the-people gained authenticity because it pre-dated the cancellation of Veronica Mars. For instance, his primary residence was in Austin, Texas, not Los Angeles.
But perhaps the most significant part of this brand image was the way that Thomas used online social connections with the fans from the beginning. Veronica Mars originally aired before the platform ecosystem of today's social media fully developed, but when the show was on the air, Thomas used earlier versions of social web infrastructure to give production scoop to the recappers at Television Without Pity, often before the mainstream entertainment press, and posted news about his efforts to keep the network from canceling the show on the website's message boards, which were a major hub of the Veronica Mars fandom. 30 After the show's cancellation, as maintaining a social media presence and using it to cultivate fandom became a more expected part of a showrunner's duties, Thomas changed his tactics with the times, communicating with fans via Twitter and Facebook Groups during his efforts to keep the conversation going. During the Kickstarter campaign itself, Thomas and other production representatives made a point to reciprocate conversation with supporters as much as possible, both within the confines of the Kickstarter platform and all across the social media ecosystem. 31 Because Thomas had positioned himself as closely aligned with fans and separate from the network(s) and studio since long before Veronica Mars had even been canceled, the ways in which his authorial paratext framed fan understandings of the show made it the perfect project for a studio experiment with the previously indie-dominated crowdfunding model. Other contemporaneous Kickstarter campaigns with big-name industry sponsors, such as the one started by Zach Braff, were roundly criticized at the time, with many critics suggesting they were neither necessary nor ethical. 32 But while the Veronica Mars movie campaign has also received some critique in both scholarly and journalistic circles, 33 the dominant discourse suggests it is generally perceived differently from other celebrity crowdfunding attempts. Media coverage of the campaign largely attributed this to the fact that the Kickstarter campaign was preceded by a six-year-long narrative establishing that Thomas and Bell wanted to make this movie, but Warner Brothers would not let them. As Meghan Lewit wrote in The Atlantic, Despite the fact that the people who stand to benefit financially from the Veronica Mars film are not exactly cash-poor, there [is] an element of populism in the idea of wresting control away from a recalcitrant studio and putting it back in the hands of the show's creator. 34 Thomas's longstanding alignment with the fans and against the studio gave the campaign an authentic flavor and made this fan/creator alliance seem like a natural way for the show to make a comeback.
The Gas Leak Year: Dan Harmon's Community Comeback
While Veronica Mars presents a straightforward example of a creator allying with fans to contest a studio's production decision, the case of Dan Harmon and Community presents something significantly more complex. To be fully successful, "a television auteur must be seen at once as an effective boss and an inspired genius." 35 While Harmon has been lauded as a singular creative visionary, he is perhaps even more well-known for being an exceptionally bad manager. His poor budgeting, failure to delegate, borderline-and-not-so-borderline unprofessional social media behavior, and an ugly feud with Community cast member Chevy Chase were all highly public knowledge during the first few years of Community's run. Furthermore, during the wave of sexual harassment and assault revelations that rocked Hollywood in 2017 and 2018, it came to light that Harmon had perpetrated sexual harassment and retaliatory behavior in the Community writers' room during the years of the show's production. In 2012, after three seasons of Harmon's antics, he was fired from his own show, replaced by veteran writer-producer team Moses Port and David Guarascio. A year later, he was back, despite the fact that-evidenced by the scathing comments he made about his once and future bosses on his podcast days after being rehired 36 -there was nothing to suggest his behavior had improved.
Although there were certainly some fans who directly lobbied Sony and NBC for Harmon's reinstatement, it was definitely not direct fan campaigning that got Harmon his job back. At the time, the primary official story circulating through trade press pointed to insistence from the show's cast, led by star Joel McHale, as a chief motivator behind both Sony's decision to rehire Harmon and NBC's acceptance of it. 37 Yet though no industry journalist seemed to have an explicit quote on the record, articles reporting on the rehiring suggested a bigger picture in which Sony executives had realized Community simply was no longer Community without the authorial paratext of Dan Harmon framing it. In the face of slipping ratings, dwindling critical praise, and an angry fan base, "Sony execs realized the show had faltered without Harmon" 38 and knew they needed him back if they were going to keep their audience. Behind the scenes, Harmon's creative vision had been "deemed essential for inspiring and mobilizing talent and fan labor . . . essential to the network's brand image." 39 Without the authorial paratext of Dan Harmon shaping its reception, Community could not survive.
Although Harmon behaved problematically toward both the rest of his show's production staff and the executives he answers to, he always engaged more productively with the fans of his show. Those close to him explain this behavior by saying, "the only boss Dan respects is the audience." 40 Harmon's multiplatform mastery of the digital ecosystem surrounding him and his show played a significant role in building and maintaining his relationship with this boss. In addition to the Twitter sharing and conversation that was by this point fairly commonplace among showrunners, he was active on Reddit, maintained a popular and revealing Tumblr blog, "Dan Harmon Poops," engaged with the YouTube culture that sprung up around the show by recreating a popular fan video in the episode Paradigms of Human Memory, 41 and ran an enormously popular podcast, Harmontown (2012-Present), with free live tapings that were highly popular events for Community fans in Los Angeles. As the scatological title of his Tumblr suggests, Harmon paints a revealing, raw, and not-entirely-pretty portrait of himself in his social media interactions with fans. This performance of dysfunction only bolsters Harmon's authorial paratext, deeply associating him with the trope of the singular-but-troubled genius. Couched in this complex multiplatform performance of authorship, the Community fandom was often just as much a fandom of Harmon as it was of the television text itself.
When Harmon was fired, his replacements were under scrutiny long before anyone had seen an episode of their version of Community-the discourse around the show was simply too invested in the framing narrative of Harmon's unique sensibility and singular talent. Headlines or thinkpieces inspired by his firing asked "What's Community without Dan Harmon?" 42 and proclaimed "Suits Axe Auteur, and Fans Lose." 43 While Sony and NBC likely hoped the narrative emerging from their decision would coalesce around the idea that the new, responsible showrunners would shepherd the show for far more future seasons than the irresponsible Harmon could be expected to, 44 it was clear everyone had decided the new Community was a shadow of its former self a full nine months before the first episode of the season aired. Port and Guarascio were probably facing a battle of perception they could not win, no matter how excellent the new season might turn out to be. But regardless of whether these new showrunners captured the tone of the series within the scripts they wrote and supervised, they clearly failed to reproduce Harmon's relationship with the fan base. Port and Guarascio alienated the fans, not just by producing a product perceived as inferior but by dramatically reducing their level of interactivity with the fans and even mocking them in interviews. 45 In this situation, Harmon's authorial paratext, which suggested he was the only creative voice who could do Community justice, probably did not need to be reinforced. But while his replacements were alienating Community's dedicated fan base, Harmon was traveling around the country, connecting with them in person as he recorded his podcast. He had started the Harmontown podcast as an outlet for the many stresses he experienced as a showrunner and used it to connect with a live audience of fans at Nerdist Comics in Los Angeles. Although the podcast was not explicitly focused on Community, the two shows largely shared a fan base. And like many of Harmon's other engagements with fans, Harmontown often got him in trouble with his bosses at the studio-most notably during an incident shortly before his firing when he played angry voicemails from cast member Chevy Chase for the audience at a taping. This action made the feud between the two public, further demonstrating his mismanagement of the talent he employed. Unlike Community, Harmontown unequivocally belonged to Dan Harmon. So after he was fired, he decided to take the podcast on a national tour.
In director Neil Berkley's documentary chronicling the podcast tour-also called Harmontown (2014)-the paratext of Dan Harmon's singular, troubled genius is broken down and reconstructed in fascinating ways. Throughout the documentary, Harmon is unable to articulate anything about why he is doing this or what it means. But everyone around him-from his girlfriend to random fans he meets in various college towns-is constantly imbuing the podcast, the tour, and Community with deep significance, showcasing the ways in which the television author is constructed by the audience. In one particularly memorable moment, a University of Texas film student asks Harmon, So to me, all of your work is about connecting people, and turning a passive audience into an active one . . . was this always in your head to, like, get fans out of their chairs and producing content?
Harmon seems baffled by the question, coming across as an absolute cipher, empty of the meaning this fan is projecting onto him. In these moments, it frequently feels as though Harmon the genius author is an invention of the fans with little relation to the self-loathing alcoholic on the screen. Though self-aware in many other ways, Harmon appears utterly flummoxed by his own cultural significance.
For Harmon, it seems clear this road trip emerged as a coping mechanism in which he was trying to replace the sitcom he had lost with a comedy show he could control. Although he is unsure of his value to them, by connecting directly with the fans, he seems able to regain some external validation he lost when he was fired by Sony. He hopes to entertain his audiences, but mainly so that they can reassure him he is entertaining. At every stop on the tour, Harmon aggressively performs the role of the canceled author, making his depression and self-loathing visible to the point where he blacks out from drinking on stage during one performance. Even as he heckles the audience for responding positively to him, he clings to the validation their fandom provides. At the end of the tour, summing up the experience, he focuses on what he has gained psychologically from the experience, noting that it is important for someone like him to know he has the ability to influence people. Perhaps most tellingly, he explains, "I thought this [tour] would be about me getting better and better at doing a show, but it's ended up being about me realizing I don't need to have one." Significantly, Harmon has explicitly stated that he would never have accepted the job when it was reoffered to him if he had not gone on the Harmontown tour, noting that it offered a different perspective on the connections he had built with his fans than just interacting with them on social media had:
If my only interaction with the audience was through the show itself, through Reddit, through Tumblr, through Twitter, and then, by proxy, through these nobles who hire and fire you, then I don't think I would have had it in me to go back to the fifth season . . . Instead, I hugged some very warm, trembling bodies. I don't know if they were relying on me to make Community or not. It could have been strangers that had never seen the show, but I think a lot of human contact helped me make a different decision, when I got reoffered the job, than I would have made. 46 Harmon clearly did not start the Harmontown tour to show his former bosses at Sony that they had made a mistake. His motivations were visibly, even selfishly, personal. But regardless of Harmon's intentions, his actions clearly reproduced the community that emerged around his sitcom. Community is a show about a study group at a fictional community college, but it uses that setting as the backdrop for a frenetic parody of/homage to pop culture driven by the theme of outsiders banding together to form a chosen family. Harmon did not own the rights to Troy and Abed, or to Greendale Community College, but his podcast tour drew on the same themes and the pop culture that enlivened Community. The same people who fervently coalesced around the television show recreated their fan community around Harmon's tour at the same moment that replacing him had caused the fan community surrounding the television show to fragment.
Sony executives may or may not have been paying attention to the community Harmon was building around his podcast during his absence from Community, but they certainly learned that his authorial paratext was an essential part of the reason Community had been surrounded by an intense, invested group of fans. Without Harmon, those fans were disengaged. Because Community is more valuable to Sony if more episodes are produced, they needed to keep the audience to justify continued production. This meant rehiring Harmon to recover the branding provided by his authorship. Although Harmon's motivations for going on the Harmontown tour were primarily personal, his interactions with fans during the tour made it clear-if not to Sony, then certainly to Harmon himself-that he was a figure who inspired the audience to become active. In an era where large coalition audiences are a thing of the past, and narrower, deeply engaged active audiences have increased value, the ability to inspire fan community makes Harmon exceptionally valuable to corporate television producers, forcing them to overlook other issues with his management.
Post-Network Patronage: The Fan/Creator Alliance
Although the specifics of their cases are quite different, both Rob Thomas and Dan Harmon in some way used an alliance with their fans to regain control of intellectual property that they had lost as a result of television's copyright structures. Thomas straightforwardly needed to prove that there was an audience for his movie. While Harmon did not necessarily set out to prove something to his ex-bosses at Sony, the Harmontown tour demonstrated his significance as a figure that brought and held together the fan community a low-rated cult series like Community desperately needs to survive. Both the individual authorial paratexts of Harmon the troubled genius and Thomas the antiestablishment everyman are infused with a sense that these creators are far more aligned with the fans of their shows than with the corporate entities that produce and distribute them. This highlights the fact that in the structures of television production, creators exist in a somewhat liminal position. While some, for example Aaron Sorkin, work to position themselves as powerful industrial elites set apart from their fans, more savvy showrunners can be observed actively working the margins between their industry status and their fans. With social media making these margins more explicitly visible, today showrunners have ample opportunity to use their connection with fans to shift the balance of power in their favor during moments of contested industry decision making.
Fan studies discourses about the relationships between fans and production have often lumped creators and showrunners in with a more general concept of "producers," "industry," and corporate ideology. 47 Simultaneously, they often figure fandom as resistant to these corporate ideologies. But what about situations in which showrunners and other creators are resistant to corporate ideology? The cases of Dan Harmon and Rob Thomas demonstrate the need for a more complex understanding of the ways in which fans relate to different parties in the production process-as well as the ways in which the different parties in the production process relate to them. Although they are sponsored and supported by the corporate entities of the studio and network, the interests of showrunners are not inherently aligned with the interests of those corporate entities, and they foster different types of engagement with their audiences as a result of those differing interests. When disputes arise between studios and showrunners, audience respect is the most significant currency they have at their disposal. While networks have the legal upper hand, showrunners gain their leverage from their reputations. Although industrial narratives-particularly paratexts touching on the issue of authorship-may suggest a reputation that would be particularly beneficial to a showrunner, in truth, the desired authorial status can only truly be conferred upon an individual showrunner by audience validation.
In this way, the relationships showrunners develop with their fans serve as a form of symbolic patronage. Historically, the ability to gain a patron gave artists greater credibility with the public and in the market. 48 Today, positive relationships with fans enabled by television's social media ecosystem boost the artistic/authorial credibility of showrunners. This credibility carries a significant value for an individual showrunner, as it fashions his or her name into a paratext that comes with connotations of quality and value. The authorial paratext, in turn, serves a major commercial function, acting as branding for studios and networks. This makes creators with more authorial capital more valuable in the industry's labor market, and they can leverage this value to earn more creative autonomy. Although the symbolic patronage of fans is not always in and of itself enough to keep a low-rated show on the air, it certainly can buttress the commercial viability of a showrunner's work, giving them far more ability to influence corporate decision making. Conversely, when the studio or network is seen as interfering with the showrunner's vision, they lose credibility in the eyes of the audience. 49 When a dispute-as large as cancellation or firing, or as small as disliked script notesarises between a showrunner and the studio or network, the authority granted by the symbolic patronage of fans serves as leverage that empowers the showrunner to argue with their corporate bosses' judgments.
This deeper understanding of how the liminal status of television creators enables them to leverage their relationships with the audience in situations where their interests are not aligned with the studio's is a good first step toward expanding and deepening our understanding of how fans and production relate to each other in the digital media economy. However, fans, creators, and executives are only a few of the many parties involved in these relationships, and I have neglected many others. As both Kristen Bell and Joel McHale's visible roles in these case studies demonstrate, the support of stars plays a substantial role in shaping audience perceptions of authorship. And many fans have relationships with other writers and writer-producers who work under the showrunner. This may complicate their perceptions of authorship, forcing various industrial parties to negotiate the presentation of collective creativity alongside that of the singular authorial paratext. Future work must take up the task of mapping the roles these figures-and many others-play in the complex power dynamics of audience/industry relations.
The digital era has been filled with both utopian rhetoric about the increased power of audiences and caution that participatory culture may be more illusory than it appears. While, as with most things, the truth is somewhere in the middle, the symbolic patronage that audience support provides for television showrunners provides one example of a way audiences have greater control over the industry than in the past. In the past television has always failed or succeeded on the basis of attracting an audience, but its legitimation as an artistic form-a legitimation in many ways enabled by the discursive construction of the showrunner figure-has allowed some programs to continue with lower ratings than they might have in the past because of the greater cultural capital those programs now possess. The ability to bestow authorial capital upon television showrunners thus represents one significant way in which fans can influence industry decision making in a clear but indirect fashion.
